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We suppose that K is a countable
index set and that /i = (2,(k E KJ is a
sequence of distinct
complex
numbers
such that E(/i) = (&
/ 1, E A } forms a
Riesz (strong)
basis for L2[a, b]. a <b. Let C= (u,,02.....u,}
consist of m
complex
numbers
not in A. Then,
with p(A)=fl~zl
(l-a,),
E(ZUA)=
(e ntl ,..., e”m’ } u (e.Ak’/p(l,)
1k E K] forms a Riesz (strong)
basis for the Sobolev
numbers already in A, then,
space Hm[a, b]. If we take u, , u2 ,..., o,,, to be complex
defining p(d) as before, E(/1 - C) = (p&J
eAk’ 1 k E K, I, # u,,j = l,..., m) forms a
Riesz (strong)
basis for the space H-m [a, b]. We also discuss the extension of these
results to “generalized
exponentials”
t”eAk’.

1. INTRODUCTION
One of the best known theorems in analysis states that the functions
pk(f) = d&

eik(2n’(b-a’)t,

-co < k < CO,

form an orthonormal basis for the space L* [a, 61. Eachf E L * [a, b J has the
unique convergent expansion

f(t) = &

,=g,

f, = dble
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identity

A generalization of the concept of an orthonormal basis is that of a Riesz
basis. A set of elements pk, k E K, in a Hilbert space H is a Riesz basis for
H if every f E H has a unique expansion, norm convergent in LZ la. b 1.
f = z: fkPk
keR

with
(1.2)
for positive numbers, d, D, independent of J It is easy to show that if e,.
k E K, is an orthonormal basis for H. then the map
T: ek+ pk.
extends to a bounded and boundedly
qk E H defined by

kE K.

invertible operator on H. The elements

qk = (T*)-’
form a dual, biorthogonal,
the relationship

(1.3)

ek

(1.4)

Riesz basis for H. where “biorthogonal”

(Pkr q/h, = ”

refers to

k = 1.

= 0.

kf

I.

(1.5)

A more general notion is that of a strong basis for H: each f E H has a
convergent representation (1.1 ), possibly after suitable grouping of the terms,
but (1.2) is replaced by the weaker statement that no pk lies in the closed
span of ( p, / 1 E K, I # k}. With this assumption the biorthogonal elements qk
characterized by (1.5) still exist, are unique, and again form a strong basis
for H. The identity
fk

=

(f,

qk)H

(1.6)

holds in the strong as well as the Riesz case and shows expansion ( 1.1) to be
unique in both instances.
The phrase “suitable grouping of the terms” in the preceding paragraph
refers to the fact that, in the case of a strong basis. we do not insist that the
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entire sequence of partial sums derived from series (1.1) should converge. To
explain precisely what we mean we require a certain type of ordering in K.
We shall suppose that {lu, ] m = 1,2,3,...} is a sequence of finite subsets of
K whose union is K and such that K,, , II K,, m = 1,2,3 ,... . We define
stn = c

fkPk

LEK,

to be the partial sum of (1.1) over K. For a strong basis it is required that
{K,),
as here described, should exist such that S, (= S,(f))
is norm
convergent to f as m + co for every f in the space L*[a, b]. Essentially the
same ideas are presented by Schwartz in Chapter III of [ 191. The
inequalities in (1.2) show that in the case of a Riesz basis the S, converge to
f for every (K,) with the above properties.
The study of sequences of exponentials
A = {A, 1k E K},

E(/1) = {en” (1, E/i),

(l-7)

which form Riesz, or strong, bases for L*[a, b] is now almost classical,
going back at least to the 1927 paper of Wiener [22], who later referred to
the corresponding series as nonharmonic Fourier series. The subject is
further developed in his book (with Paley) [ 111 and by many subsequent
authors, including Ingham [5], Levinson [9], Schwartz [19, 201, Boas [2],
Duffin and Eachus [3], Duffin and Schaeffer [4], Riesz and Sz.-Nagy [ 141
Redheffer [ 12, 131, Kadec [6], Ullrich [21], and many others too numerous
to cite completely. The “standard” result, developed over a number of years,
is that if
,I, = ik(2n/(b

- a)) + a + Ed,

(1.8)

where a is a fixed complex number and the .sk are arbitrary complex numbers
such that
-oo”<u~<m

SUP

1b(Q)/

l&k/

=“<

=

(1.9)

m,

y < 4 (h/(b

-

a))

(1.10)

--c(j<k<cc

then {8” I -co < k < co } forms a uniform basis for L * [a, b]. There are other
sufficient conditions. For example, if p, ,p*,...,ph are distinct complex
numbers, no two differing by an integer multiple of (27r/(6 - a)) N, the result
remains true for distinct exponents
&,,, = p, + ik(2n/(b
--cr,<k<oo,

- a)) N + Ek,,,,
n = 1, 2 ,..., N,

(1.11)
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provided conditions of the form (1.9), (1. lo), with modified restrictions on y,
are satisfied by the E~,~, (It is known that the $ in (1.10) is best possible for
(1.8); see [9, p. 48, 61.) The result for (1.11) is stated in [4]. If the groups of
exponents Ak = (Ak,n 1n = 1, 2 ,..., N} in (1.11) are allowed to cluster together
as ]k] + co, but the A,,, remain distinct, a strong basis results, as established
by Ullrich in [21]. The theory is very strongly related to the theory of scalar
neutral functional equations [ 151 and has applications to certain problems of
controllability
and/or observability for certain infinite dimensional systems
(see, e.g., [ 16-181).
Both Levinson [9] and Schwartz [20] have observed that as one passes
from L’[, b] to LE [a, b], or C[a, b], the “number” of exponentials needed to
span the space increases by at most one. In this paper we present results
which are related to that observation, but which are set in the framework of
the Sobolev spaces on the interval [a, b]. Let us recall that if m is a positive
integer, the Sobolev space Hm[a, b] consists of complex valued functions f.
continuous on [a, b], such thatf’“-”
is absolutely continuous there and its
almost-everywhere-defined
derivative ftrn) is square integrable on [a, b]. The
usual inner product and norm are
(1.12)
(1.13)
We will discuss a different, but equivalent, inner product and norm presently.
Our main results consist of the following two theorems, which are proved in
Sections 2 and 3, respectively. The statements here are restricted to distinct
exponents A, but the modifications
necessary for discussing “generalized
exponentials” t”c’k’ are discussed in Section 4.

THEOREM
1. Let K be a countable index set and let A = {A, / k E KJ be
a sequence of distinct complex numbers such that

(1.14)
forms

a Riesz (strong)

basis for L’[a, b]. Let

c = {a,1(J2,...,(Jm}
consist of m distinct complex numbers not included in A and let
P@)

=

fi
k=l

(’

-

uk).
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Then
E(C U A) = {e”l’,...,

e”m’} U {e-‘k’/p(L,)

11, E A }

(1.16)

forms a Riesz (strong) basisfor Hm[a, b].
2. As in Theorem 1, let E(A) form a Riesz (strong) basisfor

THEOREM

L*[a, b]. Let

c = {a,,~2Y.7urn)
be a set of m complex numbers in A, i.e., C c A. Let p(A) again be defined 64
(1.15). Then
E(A - Z) = {p&J e.lk’ 1;i, E A - C)

(1.17)

is a Riesz (strong) basisfor H-m[a, b].
The definition of H-m[a, b] will be given in Section 3. It is evident that
the coefficients l/p@,), p(&) in (1.16), (1.17) can be omitted when strong
bases are being discussed and may be replaced by equivalent expressions,
such as I/( 1 + 1,&I)“‘, (1 + IA,/)“’ in the Riesz case.
The proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 are carried out in the framework of the
theory of ordinary differential equations and require the following elementary
lemma, which also provides an alternative inner product and norm for
H”‘[a, b] equivalent to (1.12), (1.13).
LEMMA

1.

Let
P(A) = fi

(/I -jlk) = +

k=l

k=O

UkYk,

a,= 1,

be a manic polynomial of degree m. Let
P(D) = T’ akDmpk.
k=O

be the corresponding dtyerential
L * [a, b] -+ H” [a, b] be defined by

.9(x, ) x, I..., x, ) x) = y,

operator (D = d/dt).

EE,,

Let .7:

Em @

x E L*(a, b],

(1.18)

ESPONENTIAL
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where y is the unique solution of
P(D)! =x,

y’k--“(C) = Xk.

k= 1,..., m.

(1.19)

c being a point in [a, b] independent of y. Defining the inner product ar,d
norm in Em @ L*[a, b] bq
(t-u, ..... x, , x), Cl,,..., t,,,. <)) = \“- xktk + (bx(t) t(t) dt.
AT,
. Cl

( 1.20)

lib , ..... A-“,. x?ll = [(CT, ).... -Km*x), (x, ,..., x,n, x) 1’ ?.

(1.21)

Y is one to one, onto. bounded. and boundedly incertible.
COROLLARY

1. For each x, y E H” [a. b 1 let

m- I
(x. y), = \‘ X(~)(C) J,(~)(C)+ f (P(D) x)(t)(P(D)yj(t)
k=O
/IxI(,

=

dt,

(1.22

. 0

(1.23

[(x.x),]“*..

Z-hen( 3 1,. II IL constitute an inner product and norm for Hm[a. b
equioalent to (1.12) (1.13).
The proof of Corollary 1, given Lemma 1. is clear.
Proof of Lemma 1. The inverse map
.?-I:

J’+ (y(c) ,..., y’“-“(c).

P(D)y)

is clearly bounded if we can show that J(C),..., J”‘-“(C) are each bounded by
a multiple of the norm of .1’in Hm[a, b]. For any s E [a, b] and k = 1, 2,.... m
J’~-I’(C)=

yfk-“(s)

+ ( y”‘(t)
-c

dt.

Integrating both sideswith respect to s over [a, b] and dividing by b - a. we
obtain
?

(k-l+)

= y&

[lb ytk-“(s)
n

ds + 1’ J.’ I,‘k’(t) dt ds]
.(I .Y

(s) ds + ).’ (t - a) y’k)(t) dt
- ‘1
+ fb (t - b) y(‘)(t) dt
-c
1
and from this the desired bound follows immediately.
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To bound 9 itself we convert the differential equation P(D) y = x to first
order form

or, with n = (y, y’,..., JT’~-‘)), p= (0, 0 ,..., 0, I),
(1.24)

dr//dt = A? + /lx.

We have n(c) = (x, , x2 ,...) x,J and the variation of parameters formula for
(1.24) gives
q(t) = eA-)q(c)

+ [‘e-%x(s)
‘C

ds.

From this y(f), y’(t),...,
yCm-“(t) are all continuous and bounded on [a, b]
with bounds easily given in trms of jJx]JL2,,,, bl and ]I@,, x2 ,..., x,)]\~~. Then
P(D) y = x gives
y’“‘(t)

= x(t) - f

Uky’m-k)(t)

k=L

so that ycm) E L*[a, 61 and we can bound ]]y(m)(]L2,0,6, in terms of ](~lj,~,~,~,,
11(x,, x2 ,...,x~)II~~,
usingthe result obtained earlier for y(t),y’(t),...,
~(~-‘)(t)~.
It follows that there is a constant K > 0 such that

and since the left-hand side is )I yJ&,,to,b,, we have the desired bound. The
other properties of 9 follow easily from the usual existence and uniqueness
theorems for ordinary differential equations.

2. PROOF OF THEOREM

The proof of Theorem
elementary properties of
property of the )Ck which
from the assumption that

1

1 is quite straightforward, making use, again, of
ordinary differential equations. We do need one
is not completely elementary. It may be derived
the eAkr form a basis for L2[a, b]. Using the fact
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that the 1, must be zeros of an entire function rp(k) of order 1 (see [ 8.
Theorem 5, p. 4191, e.g.) and the fact that the exponent of convergence of
the zeros of such a function does not exceed its order. we have
(2.1)
Given this, we proceed, first under the assumption
Let p(1) be given by (1.15) and let
p(D)=

that E(A) is a Riesz basis.

(D-UJ)

f[
k-l

be the corresponding

differential

operator.

If y E H” [a, b], then

(2.2)

p(D)J=.XEL?ja,bI
and x has a unique

representation
X(f) =

1

xk

(2.3)

e.““,

kEK

convergent

in L’[a, b], with

(2.4)
for some positive constants
d, D, independent
of X. Now the differential
equation (2.2) has a particular solution 3, not equal to _r in general,
4;(f) =

\’

Azi
Using (2.1) and (2.4) together

-e.

Xk

PVk)

‘L

I

i.

with the fact that

it may be verified that

(2.6 1
is uniformly
p(D)$=xE

convergent
in L2 [a, b] for j = 0, 1, 2,..., m - 1. Along with
L2 [a, b], this shows (2.5) to be convergent in H”[a, bJ. Now
?’ = _c + y.

(2.7 I
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where ~7 is the unique solution on [a, 61 of the homogeneous
P(DJF=
satisfying,

at a particular

equation

0

(2.8 1

point c E [a, 61,

Since 4; satisfies (2.8) there are unique coefficients
y(f) = c

c, , c2 ,..., c, such that

c,pr.

(2.10)

k=I

Differentiating (2.10) and using (2.9) it may be seen that the ck are uniquely
determined by the system of equations

involving, the familiar nonsingular Vandermonde
and (2.10) we see that -v(t) has the representation

y(t)= c

matrix.

Combining

ckeakt + kTK -&eakt,

(2.5)

(2.12)

k:l

convergent in H’“[a,

61. The uniqueness is easily established. If
m

y(f)= \‘ ykeukt
+ s tked’kt9
k:il

convergent in H”‘[u,

b], then

= ‘7 (x, - p@,) <k)e-‘rr,
kqK

(2.13)

keK

(2.14)

EXPONENTIAL
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independence of the e.‘“’ in

k E K.
’

Then (2.12), (2.13) give 0 E xF=, (ck - yk)e”k’. from which it follows
I’/( = ch. k = I. 2 ,.... m.
It remains to show that there are positive numbers d, , D, such that
d,‘lI~ll&,.~,

537

< \“- lck(’ + x b-Al’ <D;
kEIi
ATI

that

I/?1ll;,m,o,~,. (2.15)

From Lemma 1. I/ ~*lli,,,,~.~, may be replaced by

Since p(D)!? = .Y with x given by (2.3), (2.4) gives
(2.16)
Clearly (2.11) gives

for some e > 0. Since (2.7)

(.2.9) give

it remains to bound the numbers 4;“‘(c). Using (2.4) with all but one coefficient equal to zero and that one coeffkient equal to 1. for all k E K.

from which it is readily seen that Re(A,) is uniformly bounded. Since
(,ij,/p(A,)} is square summable for j = 0, l,.... m - 1, the Schwarz inequality.
with (2.6). gives
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(2.16), (2.17), (2.18) and (2.19) there must be a constant d, > 0

k=l

In the other direction, p(D)y = x together with (2.3) (2.4) gives, for some
A > 0,

(2.21)
From the nonsingularity
follows that

of the Vandermonde

matrix in (2.1 I) and (2.7) it

Using (2.19) again, and then (2.21) twice, we see that

(2.22)

for some D, > 0. Combining

(2.20), (2.22)

m-1

t: bk(c)12+ lIWMl:qa,,,

k=O

Using Corollary 1 there must be d,, D, such that (2.15) is valid and we have
shown that E(C UA) is a uniform basis for Hm(u, b].
If we insist only on the strong basis property for E(A) in L2[a, b], the
strong basis property of E(C U /i) in Hm[u, b] is obtained with a slight
modification of the above argument. Let us suppose that K = U EL I?,, the
R, being finite subsets of K (corresponding to K, = CrE, R, in Section l),
and that each x E L’[a, b] can be written uniquely as
(2.23)
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b]. For L = 1.2,3 ,.... let
(2.24)

Given y E H”(a.
(2.24). Define

which,

b]. we define x by p(D) y = x and expand s as in (2.23).

being a finite sum. lies in H”‘[a.

b]. Choose

FL(t)= ;“- c,,ake”k’
k=l

so that

satisfies. for all L, and j = 0. l,..., m - 1.
(2.25)
Since (2.25) is true for ail L and

converges to x = P(D) 4’ in L2 [a, b], Lemma 1 implies that

converges to y in Hm[a, b]. Of course, this does not give us fixed coefficients
ck for the terms involving eokr, k = 1,2 ,..., m. For this we need the strong
independence of errI’,.,., e”m’, e”“, k E K, in H”[a. b], which we present at the
end to maintain the train of thought. Assuming that result for the moment.
none of these exponentials lies in the closed subspace spanned by the others
and we can find, in particular, functions q,, q2...., qm in H”[a, b] such that
j. k = 1, 2. ... . m,
kEK.

j=

1.2 ,,..,

m.
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of .vr with qk, we see that for k = 1,2,..., m, as

7 qk)Hm,,,b,

+

(I’?

qk)Hm,o.b]

=

ck.

Then
c, eokr
k=l

=o
Wlo.bl

and we have

y(t) = -6
k=l

convergent in Hm[a, 61.
Finally, the strong independence result. Assuming that the e-l”‘, k E K, are
strongly independent in L’[a, 61, we select one of these, which we call e.“‘,
and observe that there is a unique element Y E L’[a, b] such that

= 1,
(e“lr? r)L21a,b1
Let t(A) be the Fourier transform

(e.lkfr r)

L2[a.bl

- 0,

-

(2.26)

of E

:(A.) = 1’ e*“F(t) dt.
-a
Then it is well known
that

[9, 12) that ?(A) is an entire function of order 1 such
t(A) = B(ebRec-l)),

Re(1) + +a,

t(a) = P(e” Re(.i)),

Re(1) -+ -co,

and t(A) is square integrable on any line parallel to the imaginary axis. From
(2.26) we see that !(A,) = 0, Ak #A,. There are no other zeros of ?(A). (If cr
were such a zero, t,,(J) = (A -A,) qJ)/(n -u)
would be the Fourier
transform of the function

in L’[a, b] orthogonal to all of the e @, k E K, contrary to the assumed
completeness of E(4). That the support of r,(t) is confined to the interval
[a, b] follows [9, Chap. IV, p. 581 from the fact that !,(1) has the same
growth bounds as i(n) as Re(A) -+ f co.)
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L’[a. bj such that
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transform

(e Ok’. r)L’[o.*, # 0,

k = 1, 2.. . .. m.

(e.ik’. Y)~~,~.~,= 0.

/IkEA,

of a function

Y in

%,#A,.

For k = 1.2 ,.... m. define
p,(A)=(~-a,)~~~(1-a,~,)(~-~,)(~-a,+,)~~~~~-o,,)
and let p,(D) be the corresponding differential
functions Ik( ~9) defined on H” [a, b] by
4(Y) = (P,(D)Y,

operator. The bounded linear
k = 1. 2.. .., m.

r)r.qa.Ll,.

may then be seen to have the property
I,( cuff) = p,(uj)(eoif,

r) # 0.

j=

k.

= 0.

j#

k.

Ar E A

(including

lr(e-Lff) = 0.
With p(D)

j. k = 1. 2. ... . m.
1 = A., ).

as defined earlier and
l(Y) = (P(D)Yl

1 is a continuous

linear functional
l(e Ok0

=

0

rL!,o.b,.

on H such that
.

l(e-“‘) = 0,

k = 1, 2 . .... m,
A,EA.

A,+A,.

l(e-‘1’) f 0.
Since A, could be any element of A. the strong independence of E(C
H” [a. 61 follows and the proof of Theorem 1 is complete.

3. PROOF OF THEOREM

U A)

in

2

We wi;i begin by defining H-“‘(a, b] for a positive integer, m. We can
construct a closed subspace of Hm(a, 61, which we will call HT[a, bl. by
setting
Hf[a, b] = {y E Hm[u. b] \~@‘(a) = .@‘(b) = 0.
k = 0. 1..... m - 11.

(3.1)
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Since it is a closed subspace, H:[a, b] is a Hilbert space with the norm and
inner product of Hm[u, b]. We follow a procedure developed in [ 1, 7, lo],
e.g., to define the space Hem[u, b] as the dual of Hr[a, b] with respect to
L*[a, b]. The space Hrla, b) may be imbedded in L2[u, b] as a dense
subspace relative to (1 IJLZ,,,bl- this is a familiar and easily established result.
For each z E L’[u, b], the linear functional
.b
l,(Y)

=

(VT

z?,+,b,

=

!

n

J’(t)

Z(l)

(3.2)

df

is continuous with respect 1)J&,~,~, as y ranges over HF[u, b). But since
II IIHmta,bl gives a stronger topology than (1 JjL21a,b,,I,(y) is also continuous
with respect to II y tiHm[a,bj. Since H,“[u, b] is a Hilbert space relative to
(9 >Hm[U,bl’ there is a unique element CE #[a, b] such that for
Y E W’[a, bl,
m
l,(Y)

=

(Y,

Z)LZ,~,~,

=

(VT

&,“[a,b,

=

x

.b
j

j=O (1

Y”‘(r)

[‘j’(t)

dt.

(3.3)

Since Hz[u, b] is dense in L*[u, b], the linear map
C= K(z),

K: L2[u, b] -+ H,m[u, b],

is well defined and one to one. Defining

(ZI 9z2)“-m(a,b]= WI)-

WZ))Pl,.b,~

Il4l”-m~a,b,= [CzyZ)H-m[a.h]
I”‘1

(3.4)
(3.5)

we have an inner product and norm on L2 [a, b]-which
now becomes an
inner product space with respect to this new norm. We define Hem[u, b] to
be the completion of L’[u, b] with respect to )] IJH-mIa,b,. Then Hem[u, b] is
a Hilbert space having L* [a, b] as a proper, dense subspace, again relative to
That L*[u, b] is a proper subspace follows from the fact that
I/ ~~,“~~~~:,“:isweaker than 1) 1)L21a,6,on L2[u, b]. Indeed, given z E L’[u, b]

where M (which can be shown < 1) is such that

< kf IIYI\Hm(a.bl~
IIYll LZ[o.b]

y E ~?;;[a, b].
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We remark that the norm )I ]I,,, introduced in Corollary 4 could be used in
b] and Hr[a, b] instead of the usual Sobolev norm. The resulting
norm (] I]-,,, on Hem[u, b] is then equivalent to I( ]]H-mla,bJ.
Proceeding with the proof of Theorem 2, we note that if .VE Hz[a, b] and
z E L2 [a, b], the linear functional (3.2) has been seen to be continuous with
and Km[u, b] has been seen to consist of limits of
respect
to
11 y thm[a,b]
sequences (zk} in L’[u, b] relative to norm (3.5) thus defined for
zE L’[u, b]. The form (3.2) may then be extended to yE Hr[a, b].
z E Hmm[u, b] by continuity. For ~7E Ht[u, b], )\J~J]~,,,,,~.~,is equivalent to
H”‘[u,

l/~(-~)~llL~~..b~~

where

p(-D)

= fi

j=l

( -D

-q’)

(3.6)

(by Corollary 4 with c = a). However, the range of p(-D)
not all L’[u, b]. If we let
p(-D)

y = w.

IV E L’(u,

y, y E Hr[u,

b],

bl, is

(3.7)

and use the boundary conditions
p(u)

= 0,

k = 0, I..... m - 1

together with the variation of parameters formula, we find that for coefficients cj # 0 (not obvious, but readily shown)
(3.8)
Differentiating m - 1 times, evaluating the results, with (3.8) at t = 6, where
Jjtk’(b) = 0, k = 0. l,..., m - 1, we see that
m

.b

s
j=

~~(-0~)”

I

emojb

1 e”*w(s)
-a

ds = 0.

k = 1. 2 ,..., m.
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Using the fact that the cj are not zero together with the nonsingularity
Vandermonde matrix, we conclude that
I.* e%v(s)
-a
whenever

ds = 0,

j=

1, 2 ,..., m,

of the

(3.9)

w is given by (3.7) for 4’ E H,“(a, b]. Let us define
H;[a,

b] =

I

wEL’[a,b]

I~beu~w(s)ds=O,j=
-a

1,2 ,..., m 1.

(3.10)

Then, relative to the norm induced from L* [a, b], H;[[n, b ] is the dual space
of Hx[u, b], the closed span of the functions e-‘k’, 1, E A -C,
i.e., e.‘@,
Ak E A, 1, # oj, j = 1, 2 ,.... m, which then form a Riesz or strong basis for
H,[u, b] according as E(A) is a Riesz or strong basis for L’[u, b].
Since p(-D)
maps Hr[u, b] in a one-to-one fashion onto H;[u, b] with
p(--D)y
= MThaving norm in HL[u, b] equivalent to (1JI([~,,,,~,~,, we conclude
that, given z E Hpm[u, b], there exists a unique c E H,[u, b] such that
Z*(Y) = (4’. z) = M--D)Y,

C>,T

(3.11)

where the form ( , )r is simply the restriction of (3.2) to YE Hf-[a, b],
z E H,[u, b].
Now the map .Y: H,ju, b] -+ H-m(u, b] defined by ,S([) =z is the
(Banach space) conjugate or dual to p(-II):
Hr[u, b] --) HL[u, b]. Since the
latter is bounded and boundedly invertible, so is .Y, using a familiar theorem
from functional analysis. Now suppose, defining p(A) as in (1.15) we let
z = p(ik) e-lk’ = p(D) Ed”‘,

(3.12)

for Ak C/1 -2.
Then z E L2[u. b] G H-“‘[a, b] and, using the boundary
conditions satisfied by 4’ E Ht[u, b], integration by parts yields

Comparison
with
c(t) = elk’. Thus

(3.11)

shows

that when

8: eAk* -+ p(AJ e%,

(3.12)

is true, we must have

A, E A-.x.

Since .P is bounded and boundedly invertible, the functions p(Ak) e-lkt,
2, E A - C, form the same sort of basis for Hmm[u, b] as the e.‘kt do for
H,[u, b]. It follows that the p(A,) e ‘kf, 1, E A -Z form a Riesz (strong)
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basis for Wm[u, b] if the e-w , Ak E A form a Riesz (strong) basis for
L2 [a, b]. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
Using differentiation in the sense permitted by the theory of distributions.
may be identified with p(D). If .P is
the map .d: H,[a, b] + H-“‘[a,b]
extended from H,[a, b] to L* [a, b] by defining .Y(e”fl) = 0, j = 1, 2 ,.... m.
this again agrees with p(D). This observation
permits one to compute
expansion coefficients, relative to H-m[u, b], for an element z E HP” [a, b I.
by representing z as

For if

z=p(D)(=.~k
in H-“[a.
b]. Consider, in particular, one of the exponentials
1, 2,..., m. missing from E(A - C). Suppose in L’ [a, b] we have

e”“,

I=

Then

For example, the functions eZnikl, -co < k < co, form an orthonormal basis
for L* [0, 11. Deleting k = 0, and taking p(A) = A. - 0 = 1, we see that the
functions 2nike21ikt, k # 0, form a uniform basis for H-’ [0, 11. Since in
L2[0, 11

[k=/~te-2”‘xYdt=i,
-1
=5-z’

k = 0,
k = f I, +2,...,
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we conclude that
1= Dt(=p(D)(f))

Zlrikt

= ‘? D &e

- Znikt

+&e

k=L
g

=-

ce21rikt
+

e-2nikt)

k=l

= -2 5

cos 2knt,

k=l

convergent in the topology of H- ’ [0, 11. This agrees with the result which
one obtains with a variety of summation procedures.

4. MODIFICATIONS

FOR GENERALIZED

EXPONENTIALS

We have restricted our arguments in Sections 2 and 3 to the case where
the complex numbers c,, u2 ,..., o,, A,, k E K (Theorem l), or Ik, k E K
(Theorem 2), are distinct. To have done otherwise would have substantially
lengthened our presentation and obscured the simplicity of the proofs.
Nevertheless, important instances do arise wherein one must consider
generalized exponential bases. We begin this section with a brief discussion
of the modifications necessary to treat this case.
Again we let K be a countable index set. We suppose that n = {,Ik 1k E K)
is a set of distinct complex numbers and we let N= ( rk ] k E K) be a set of
positive integers. We will assume that there is a positive integer v such that
vk < v, k E K. This is satisfied in practically every case of interest. We
suppose then that
E(A, IV) = {(tj/j!) e-‘k’ 1k E K. j = 0, l,..., vk - l}

(4.1)

forms a Riesz (or strong) basis for L2 [a, 61. In modifying Theorem 1 we
select I- distinct complex numbers u,, uZ,..., or, with may, or may not,
already be members of A, and r positive integers ,u, ,,u~,...,P~ such that
CJ=, pj = m. If oj GZA, we propose to adjoin the functions
(t/Z!) e”j’,

I=O,

l,...) ,Uj- 1,

to E(L!, N). If uj = 1, E n and the multiplicity
we propose to adjoin
(t”k+‘/(vk + I)!) egji’,

The main modification

I=O,

involves replacement

(4.2)

associated with A, is vk, then
1,...,pj-

1.

of the formula

(4.3)

(2.6). All we
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the Laplace transform
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solutions.

- l)!) e-“‘.

for an

(4.4)

where rk(A) is a polynomial in II of degree < M - 1 whose coefficients can be
selected at will be appropriate choice of the initial conditions on J;~,,. When
A, @C we try a solution of (4.5) of the form

Expanding p(A) about A = Ak, (4.5) becomes

Multiplying both sidesby (A - Ak)q we have

X

”

(Jr,

aj(A

-A,,qpj)

+ (A - Iz,)q r,(l)

= 1.

Taking the aj to be the appropriate coefficients in the Taylor expansion of
l/p(A) about i, = I,, i.e..
1

(f-j

aj= (q-j)!

04-’

1
p(k)
t-11

.\+’

j = 1, 2..... 4,

(4.8)

(4.7) assumesthe form

(1 - h)q @k(A)- rkV)) = 0
where pk(A) is a polynomial in A of degree < m - 1. The appropriate choice
of r,(A) reduces this to an identity. Taking the inverse transform of (4.6). we
have
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When we carry this out for q = 1,2,..., vk we obtain, for
(4.10)
the particular

solution
t”Qk(f)

=

t:
p:,

I

a
p (p

-

I)!

e.ik’l

where the ap, p, are related by
1

0

P&J
1

PI
B2

PW

(4.11)

a

1

*
“k-1

a

B,.,-,

P&J
1

‘.k

P&)

Pl’k

In (4.11) the element in the pth row and qth column of the matrix region
designated “*” is

A=I,,’
Since l/p(A,) = F”(l/jA,(“)
as IA,/ --t co while all the expressions
uniformly @( l/lAklm+‘) as /A,1 -+ co we have

(+)

ff,=&ll,+/”

(4.12)
(4.12) are

( q$lIPq$ 141-tcrJ. (4.13)

When A, E Z, i.e., is one of the oj, which can occur for only finitely many
Ak, a similar computation shows that the solution of (4.4) takes the form
*Wj+PP/((t)

=

+

,y

I

% (pi + p - l)! e”‘V
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the ast 17~terms in (4.3). The first ,ui terms

p I
___
pi’.
(I- l)!

I= 1.2 ... .. ,U,;.

of the homogeneous equation, the coefficients being determined in much the
same way as the coefficients of eOjt were obtained in the proof of Theorem 1.
The rest of the proof of Theorem 1 is largely unchanged. The estimate
(4.13) shows that in passing from L’[a. b] to H”‘[a, 61 the basis element
(t//l!) e-‘A’ may be replaced by l/p(A,) times that same element (for all but
finitely many A,) to obtain, along with the adjoined elements indicated in
(4.2) and (4.3). a basis for H” [a, b] of the same character (Riesz or strong).
Thus the result for generalized exponentials is essentially the sameas that for
the case already discussed.
The modifications in Theorem 2 are of much the same variety. We must.
of course. assume, since (T,~
= some A,. that pj < 19~.From ([‘/I!) e.‘“‘. I=
0..... lyt - 1. we then delete (t//j!) e,‘kr. I = V~- ,ui..... V~- 1. The factor ~(1~)
again comes into play in much the same way as in Section 3.
Additional notes and references. The author is indebted to the reviewer
of this paper for some additional references 123-25 1 which. while not used
directly in our development. are listed here because of their pertinence to the
subject material. Pavlov gives a condition for e’.‘“’ to be a Riesz basis for
L’[O, a ] which is both necessary and sufficient. while Hru%ev uses this
condition to obtain Kadec’s result to the effect that f is best possible in
( I. 1Oj. Young’s book is a comprehensive introduction to the theory of Riesz
basesof complex exponentials.
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